
                                        

Worksheet (correction) 

A- Vocabulary  

1. Solve this double puzzle by unscrambling the words to find the expression below. 

RATSEVN- SERVANT 

HBROENGIOUODH- NEIGHBOURHOOD 

DOLOB-STRIHTY- BLOOD-THRISTY 

AESFT- FEAST 

PHIW- WHIP 

SITIANRCH- CHRISTIAN  

MIAD- MAID 

SCHERO- CHORES 

DLOSSMEBO- BLOSSEMED 

SMARTYR- MARTYRS 

T H E    C H E R R Y     T R E E   T H A T   B L O O M E D    I N    M A Y 

 

2. Match the words in column A with their corresponding meaning in column B. Write only 

the letters which correspond to the correct answers. 

Column A Column B 

1-Predecessors a) The action or fact of moving along 

2-Mourn b) To treat a person or an animal badly 

3-Mistreat c) Someone who had a job before someone 
else 

4-Elude d) A priest of high rank 

5-Flow e) Killing and violence 

6-Bloodshed f) To feel or express great sadness 

7-Bishop g) Not achieve 
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3. Find the words that are in the box on this word puzzle. 

  

B- Grammar 

1. Fill the gaps with the right verb tense.  

a) “Go if you want to, but I __will__ (will) give my testimony right here, at the top of this hill.”  

b) “The life of our companions and our own __depends_____ (depend) on you.” 

c) “Caio was even more upset and sorry that he _had asked_ (ask) his guards to mistreat his 

daughters.” 

d) “Cita didn’t know what to do but one thing she was sure of, she _wasn’t going to_ (not go) to 

drown the girls in the river.” 

e) “So, leaving behind the blood-thirsty tensions that _plagued__ (plague) Rome, he 

_decided__ (decide) to return to Itálica.”  

2. Rewrite the following sentence beginning as suggested below. Make the necessary 

transformations. 

a) “You will wait your whole life because none of us is going to do it. The condition for our 

return is to renounce our faith.” 

If the condition for our return is to renounce our faith, you will wait your whole life, because 

none of us is going to do it. 

3. Rewrite the following sentence in reported speech. 

“He started by visiting the province ruled by the governor Lucio Caio whom he asked to leave 

his palace and to follow him on his trip.” 

He had started by visiting the province ruled by the governor, Lucio Caio whom he had asked to 

leave his palace and to follow him on his trip. 


